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Morris and Corbett got frightened at I
plaintiff in the Suit of James
the
band, and rearing to its hind feet, 1
where.
Crick,
Tom
against
Parker
plunged in such a way as to fall to
plaintiff says his mules are worth
e
n
,oiw
hr
:sit; agrountd
partially
$130 per head instead of $75, as orhilt
te
e urcihildrtehn.
"
gout
iginally set up. In his action he
For fear the animal tnight get from
contends that Crick is wrongfully reunder control of the children it was
mules. Partaining possession of
taken out of the contest, after being
ker asks for $2 per day for the time
_
driven around the ring by a colored
Crick has had the mules and $145
TOR BRIDGES PUT THOUSANDS OUT /FOR THE attendant in order the grandstand MRS. ROY M'KINNEY AND MRS.
.JOHN JEFFERSON SUED THE damage,)tsesides re-possession of CONTRAC
DR. MURRELL HONORED
HORSE SHOW LAST
CREWS OF LABORERS TO
I could view the elegant decorations
TRACTION OOMPANY FOR
the animals.
ONES.
.
WORK.
EVENING
::::
,ie
- il thot would cloal)::c.,.,
DAMAGES.
2 Insto-ar....e Policy.
away a prize.
Ars. Maude iBalthaser yesterday
..11.111/MIMNI
,
1.11
had Hon. Hal S. Corbett to file a
Lady Drivers Contest.
suit in the circuit court against the
This finished with the children, and
Illinois Central Life Insurance Asthe events for the older folks started
sociation for $200o she claims due
The first being the best turnout.
her as widow of thc late Louis P.
single or pair, driven by lady. The
Balthaser, the wallpaper dealer, who
died several years ago, and who dur- SUPPLEMENTAL
OU TLETS MISS MARY TERRY BUR24NETT, entries were Mrs. Luther Graham, CROSSES OF .HONOR. WERE
JOANNA B. MERRIWEATHER
Mrs. Wynn Tully, Miss Nicholson,
CONFERRED UPON THE
a policy in this concarried
Wei
ing
CAPTURED TWO
SO
CTED
AS TO
CONSTRU
FILED SUIT FOR DIVORCE
WilliamThe
Harry
Mrs.
Tate,
Gus
mentioned.
Mrs.
VETERANS.
amount
the
to
cern
PRIZES.
PERMIT OVERFLOW.
AGAINST HUSBAND
son, MTS. Henry Rudy, Miss Mlaybelle
company refuses to pay the claim.
Beyer, Mrs. James P. Sleeth and Mrs.
Inventory Lodged
Assignee Richard Barber, of the Laborers Have Gotten the Washing- Mr. Bennie Frank's Buggy Overturn- James A. Glauber. First prize of $15 General Tyler Presented Special
Airs. Maude EtaWieser Sues Illinois E. Rehkopf Saddlery Company, yeswent to Mrs. Steed' who drove the
Badges of Merit to Survivors of
ed and Horse Thrown, But Forton Street Sewer Out to About
Central Life Insurance Company
of Mr. Haley of Murray. The
horse
Gen. Forrest's Command,
terday filed the inventory and aptunately He Escaped Injury.
of
the
Block.
Middle
—Rehkopf's Inventory Filed.
second prize of $to went to Mrs.
praisement Showing valuation of the
Rudy who also drove one of Haley's
stock of the collapsed concern The
the
with
Mrs. Glauber captured third
horses.
lodged
statement was
At the meeting of the Daughters
The second night of the annual
Contractor /Bridges has started off
prize of $5 with her own animal. In oi the Confederacy at Pewee Valley
John Jefferson sues the Paducah county clerk and is one of the most
horse
show
eclipsed the opening, as this event there was awarded the
new sanitary and storm
'Traction Company for $510 dam. voluminous ever recorded there, it the work for
system to be laid under- fully 2,000 people were out witnessing handsome cup donated by the An- this state, Mrs. Roy W. MicKinney,
`ages on account of personal injur- tak'ng about 1,35 typewritten- pages sewerage
in that territory the events, and the grounds and beuaer-Busch brewery, and it was of this city, was re-elected state
ies. He claims he got on a car at to itemize the goods and machinery neath the streets
president for Kentucky while Mrs.
Trimble, Foun- grandstand indeed presented a brilli- captured by Mrs. Sleeth.
by
Ninth,
bounded
-Ninth and Adams August 8th, 19°6,!on hand. The entire stock and maDr. D. G. Murrell was again chosen
ant
scene
to
be
long
.
He
remmbered
streets.
Norton
and
avenue
tain
was
horseback
on
couple
The best
and came down to Fourth and Broad chinery is valued at $41,211.22.
as
corresponding secretary. The enThere
was
not
standing
inside
room
two
crews
with
operations
the next feature, and the entries were tire list of
way where he requested of the con- I The report shows the value of ma- has begun
officers who are to serve
and
the
hundreds
auditorium,
the
on
crowded
started
being
one
Mrs.
of
laborers,
Rudy,
Henry
Mr. and Mrs.
ductor a transfer to the park car. chinery and stock in the different
for
the
coming
twelve months is as
the
of
around
ring.
edge
the
exhibit
into
Fannie Canter of beret and Mr. E. A. follows:
The conductor refused it and had departments as follows: Dry room, brink of the hill leading down
.heavy
for
chilly
It
enough
was
just
Adams
and
George
Twelfth
at
creek,
Cross
Mrs.
and
Caircr,
Burk, of
the motorman to start up the Row- $1.645.50; unfinished jobs on hand.
President—Mrs
Roy McKinney,
$7,724.02; streets, while the other is working clothing, and for a while a mist fell, Flournoy and Mr. James Utterback.
landtown car. Jefferson says he wai $592.20; harness store.
Paducah.
of
rain,
it
but
quickly
indicative
Ninth
at
only
starting
the
avenue,
captured
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
thrown from the car steps to ground shipping room. $2.00t; retail harness Kentucky
First Vice President—Mrs. James
Elev- swept over.
prize, which was an elegant cup.
by the sudden lurchng forward and store, $7,353.31; hardware store $3,- street and going westward to
P.
Tarvin, Covington.
the
was
horse
$3,314.90; enth.
The hest five gaited
painfully injured.
424.21; harness MOM,
Second Vice President—Mrs. EdRiders.
James
Girl
the
Boy
and
of
excavating
are
men
entries
The
with
fixfeature,
next
Qualification.
saddle shop, $4,246.50; office
The k-vening opened with riding M. Lang, W. W. Armstrong of here, mund Roberts, Bardstown.
J. W. Alexander qualified before ttlres. $339•74; harness shop and trenches upon the brink of the Cross
Codresponding I Siecretary—Mks.
event for little boys and girls, and Mr. Hays of Mayfield. and James
the county court yesterday as ad- machines. $2,612.15; tannery stock, creek hollow at Twelfth and Adams.
G. Murrell, Paducah.
David
entries:
Mr.
following
the
there
Ky.
were
At this point there will be the outChandler of Birdsville,
ministrator of the estate of Henry $7.957.39; Total $41,211.22.
Miss Caby
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Rev.
Burnett.
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so
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system,
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for
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let
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Van
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water
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der similar circumstan
OLDEN HELD OVER
Mr. Hays third of $10.
Joanna B. Merviweather yesterday
Bowling Green.
41=111•1111..•
going \clown Unto the underground Whitehead Tillie Bauer, Lucy Overfiled in the circuit court a suit for
ThompFsrless
Registrar—Mrs. Nellie S. Cox,
Towne*,
Brooks
Torap,
bey,
pipping cannot be carried away
Nearly An Accident.
elivorc from her husband, C. W. Charged With Stealing Cans of
Jr..
Leslie
Frankfort,
Scott.
Dick
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Ed
one
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was
Plant
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event
main
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following
towards
From
in
enough
matoes
married
idly
.The
They
liferiweather.
Frank
Allen,
Treasurer—Mrs.
at the river front, it will back Warren. Fowler Post, Henry Leaky, cidentally omitted from the official
Springfield, Ohio, April 14th, 1896
.
PalEthridge
was
Sharpsburg
and
Meter
Van
which
Helen
court
and
police
and
the
printed,
in
outlet
"overflow"
Puryear
when
years
this
Judge
through
program
aDd Moved Isere about two
drilled and rode for the best pacer attached to a runHistorian—Mrs. Swann, Murray.
thereafter. The wife claims the hus- yesterday morning had only one fall into Cross creek, there to be mer. The children
cosbeing
Recording
Tully
they
Wynn
ground's,
Secretary—Mrs. John
the
Odlen.
over
were
Dock
entries
docket.
about. The
ce-ried away
band abandoned her July i4th. 1906, case on his
The prize Bennie Frank, Owen Tully and Mr. L. Woodbury, Louisville.
garb.
rider
rough
in
tometumed
of
cans
trench
stealing
the
with
with
digging
are
charged
men
adultery
The
in
living
and is now
?
At the conclusion of the election
Besides the di- toes from the Paducaoh Packing plant down Adams street towards the riv- of a handsome saddle was given to Nicholson of here, E A. Fitzgerald of
another woman.
Mr. Mrs. S A. Edmunds. the retiring
best
the
Murray.
being
for
Meter
of
an
Halley
Helen
was
arraignMr.
the
street.
of
and
The
Tenth
Cairo
direction
alimony.
South
the
on
being
teci
er
that
for
vorce she asks
and a saddle to Fowler
ed. The judge held Olden over to operations at present. Over on Ken- girl ri
parties are colored.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
best boy rider
Continued on Page Five.
the
the
Post
on
jury
at
the
grand
to
started
men
answer
Petition.
the
avenue
tucky
Amended
as
rode
then
girls
and
y9
The
Ninth and are digging the trenches
An amended petition was filed by charge of burglary.
out towards Eleventh street, where couples, and Mary Terry Barnett,
the railroad yards exist. Getting to daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mamie
Eleventh the men jump over the rail- Burnett, captured the girl's prize of a
road yards to Twelfth, and start lay, handsome diamond studded gold
ing the pipping in the excavations to -locket and chain. while Ethridge Palbe made there. The end of the pipe mer. the son of Mrs. Ethridge Palmer.
fine gol I
at Twelfth will be connected with took the boy's gift of a
watch
Eleventh
at
piping
the
of
the end
LAWYER MILLER RECEIVED WORD YESTERDAY THAT THE
and !Kentucky. by a brick sewer to
JURY AT CLINTON, KY. ACQUITTED HODGE, WHO MOVand
avenue,
the
be built underneath
Pretty Decorated Rigs.
ED TO NEA RTHIS CITY AFTER SHOOTING—DURRING APBOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS YESTERDAY AFTERNOON DECID- beneath the railroad yards and tracks.
The next event was the decorated
NEW
STREET
NG CIVIL TERM THERE COMES UP HERE FOR
PROACHI
ED WHERE BALANCE OF THIRTY-FIVE
he
will
there
the
sewer
From this brick
rigs driven by the children, and
HEAD'S BIG DAMAGE SUIT.
MRS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS SHALL BE LOCATED OVER THE CITY. another outlet pipe rainning over to
TRIAL
vehicles, together with decorations
SUPERINTENDENT KESSLER THROWN FROM AUTOMOfacvinegar
Cross creek beside the
were as followa •
BILE BY ACCIDEf8T WHILE ON TOUR.
tory, so that when the main underLoultie Campbell, Marion Cosby,
Attorney John G. Miller yesterday this section bought a place three
grpund pipes have in them so much Corinne Cosby and Edith Cope. with received a long distance telephone miles from this city on the country
cannot be carried beneath mouse colored pony, double seated rig
President James E. Wilhelm and half hours to tour the city, and while water it
message from Judge J. M. Robbins road going out by Oak Grove cememain exit at river front, decorated with white poppies.
to
city
the
board
on
out
tens
the
their
they met with an
Mayfield, in whicli the latter in- tery. Mrs. Head still resides near
of
Secretary J. Q. Taylor. of
and Edith Sherrill
overflow will 1?ack throng% this
Hughes
the
William
that
afternoor
threw
accident
dent
yesterday
Superinten
works,
fcrmed the Paducah lawyer that the 'Clinton, but filed suit in the Mcof pubhc
supplemental outlet and .fall into in single seated rig, decorated with client of both attorneys, Cheatham Cracken circuit court for $25,000
made a tour of the city in an auto- Kebbler from the automobile. The
creek.
pink roses, and with arch over the Hodge. had been acquitted at Clinton ;damages against
Hodge on the
mobile, and decided where shall be latter was sitting on the left front Croat
be
will
system
sewerage
new
This
seat
while
chaffeur,
charge of murdering Pink r ground that the latter was the on
the
of
located the remainder of the thirty- seat beside the
connected at Ninth street with the
Mary Terry Burnett, accompanied
acquittal came after one who fired from beside the smokeftve new street corner electric arc Messrs Wilhelm and Taylor were in
the by Anna Webb Phillip+, driving Head. The
underlying
now
district
original
hardest fought cases ever bat- house the shot that killed Head.
the
of
lights that are to be hung, prepara- the rear seat. At Twentyfifth and
main portion of the city, and all sew- single seared rig decorated with pink tled in this section of the country. The widow got judgment for $15.tory for use when there is installed Jefferson streets there is a very soft
carried through .the new into roses. and arch over seat.
erige
The case was known so widely to non against Hodge last winter, but
the new machinery already bought mushy streets in the thoroughfare
pass to the river.
and
old
Brooks Townes, accompanied by everybody that the Clinton judge had the court granted Hodge a new trial,
.
powerhouse
where sonic gas pipe has been refor the city's electric
Mr. Stanley A. Miller, the new as- Palmer Janes, Ruth Hinkle and Laura to send over into Graves county to which comes up during the approachlight plant. The board was accom- cently laid underneath the ground.
city engineer, has charge of Townes. driving double seated rig Ivo a jury to try thc matter as all ing session of the McCracken circuit
sistant
panied by Superintendent J. 0, ,Keb- The automobile was going at a rapand with a force is daily decorated with pond lilies.
work
this
she people around Clinton were so court. After the new trial was grantbler, of the light plant. They sever- id clip when it struck this muddy
directing operaground
the
upon
Susan Porter Sleeth. driving a char- well acquainted with the matter that ed Hodge went down to Clinton to
about
where
located
to
and
sank
place
the
The
axle.
ago
clear
weeks
al
tions.
iot deeorated in gold and white, while
jury could not be procured from 'get more evidenve. and while there
eleven of the new lights shall he machine stopped with such suddenis be- the child wore gold wings. represent- a
system
tbg
for
material
The
had arrested for alieged perjury a
undermidst.
the'r
the
complete
that
ness
dent
now
Kebbler
and
Superinten
placed,
ginning to arrive and just as soon as ing a fairy.
believed the acquittal of , young fellow named Johnson, who
is
It
taking in this special particular. In was pitched headlong over the dash- Contractor Bridges can get a good
by
d
Susie Dabney, accompanie
result in winning the testified on behalf of Mrs. Head durtheir tour of yesterday they decided board. landing in the street, but for- headway he will put several hundred Frank L. Scott, Jr
driving single Hodges will
suit Mrs. Head has against ing the damage suit trial 'here. Mrs.
damage
lights shall go to the folloviing street tunately escaped with only some
and
purple
men to work in order to complete as seated rig decorated with
lint here in the Paducah circuit Head then had Hodge arrested on
corners which have not been supplied bruises. Messrs Wilhelm and Tay- much as possible this fall.
white flowers.
court, and which action comes up for the charge of murdering her husd
'heretofore: Powell and Cleemnts lor were pitched from theirs-eats up
accompanie
Washington Sewers..
Charles Graham, Jr.,
the civil session band and the Clinton grand jury inSowell
and
streets, Hays avenue
against the rear of the front seat, The Memphis contractor has got- by Little Miss Love of New Yor'ic. second trial during
from next Mon- dicted him. All this week the case
week
school
one
starts
the
that
near
road
Benton
decorated
street,
but- were not thrown out of the ma- ten to the middle of Washington be- driving single seated rig
has been on trial at Clinton but
street
-house, South end of Sixth
chine altogether. The party had to tween. First and Second streets with in red. and white poppies.
that , Hodge is now acquitted. Everybody
history
a
quite
has
case
on
The
one
creek,
Island
spanning
by
bridge
take some heavy titnbers to prize the storml water sewers being laid
Mary Morris, accompanied
Head aril being so well acquainted with the
'Tenth street one block south of Hus- the automobile out of the hole, when out Washington kom the river to Hannah Corbett, driving single seated reads like romance. Pink
adjoin- ct.se around Clinton the followon
resided
Hodge
and
Cheatham
Seventh
and
bands Norton
they then proceeded ,on their tour Third. The men arelaying the pipe rig decorated with white and red
Clinton,
of
ing jury 'had to be gotten from
outside
'just
farms
ing
Ninth. Caldwell and Eighth Little- without further incident of this na- as they dig the trenches, and have flowers
and
enemies,
Graves county to try the matter:
bitter
were
JefThey
street,
Ky.
Paxton
by
and
ville avenue
ture. The machine was not damaged finished depositing the piping Ham
Palmer Utterback. accompanied
Stanley Thomas, J. S. Jenkins,
night Hodge shot and killed his
one
seated
single
ferson and Nineteenth, Jefferson and any.
driving
the waters edge up the levee and be- Lena Wright.
of
Head.
yard
John
the
8ayler, C. L. Creason, N. E.
in
brother
Broadway,
own
and
and
pink
'Twenty-third, Tenth
The wires and poles have been neath the street to center of the tandem rig, decorated) in
Hodge claimed he and his brother Adams, Pink McKinley, D. M. WalNineteenth and Guthries, Nineteenth erected and stretched at the street block. City Engineer Washington
Cairo !.ad been hunting and The shooting ker, A. L. ,Bennett, W. L. Simpson,
and Clay, Seventeenth and Trimble. corners for the lights located several yesterday said they were progi'eising
Mtn Lane, Mrs. Patier of
road
City was accidental. while Head claimed I'. L. Simpson. J. L. Johnson and
Hinkleville
Central
the
and
of
'Twentieth
weeks ago. and things are ready for very slowly with, the work. These and Miss Sandusky
him J. B. Hobson.
Thirchosen as the the brothers, came there to kill
'(Trimble street extended).
the score to be hung. while Superin- sewers ko down before the brick visitors in tube city were
Hodge . thought
Hodge was represented by HenCheatham
and
that
and
Twelfth
awarded
road,
Cairo
and.
teenth and
judges of this event
Kebbler will put his men to streets do down that way.
tendent
coming
in
Head
Miller & Marble of Paducah
drick.
was
Fern,
brother
his
BUTFaxon street, Twelfth and
first prize to Miss Marry Terry took
work at once of erecting poles and
killed and Judge Robbins of Mayfield
and
shot
aril
house
Flourthe
atottind
and
who
Sixth
girl
Burnett,
Ninth and
nett, the charming little
stringing the wires to the points
proved these These lawyers believe the acquittal
A Death in Livbigston County.
Head never
children's rid- him.
noy and Twelfth and Trimble. The mentioned above, for the remainder
the lady's prize in the
y
5.—Ttleada
Oct.
thereafter will result in their gaining the damKy,
Stnithland,
months
Some
FounMuscoe
charges.
at
light
Mr.
a
board decided to put
just as soon evening at 3 o'clock Mrs S. F. Powell ing contest. She is
Then
lights.
new
the
of
•
his home age suit here.
from
attracted
was
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Head
and her prize
tain avenue and Broadway, ,and then as the additional machinery arrives
tliwn on the Burnett's daughter
with the
near
chicken
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home
connected
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a
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All
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by
porch
rear
Susie
the
Broadto
out
Miss
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re-arrange all those going
powerhouse, Paducah road. Mrs. Powell was a a lunch hamper while
the
at
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and
and the
people,
flashed
known
gun
are
well
a
case
Suddenly
a
squacking
way from Fountain avenue to Twen- the current will be turned on and good christian woman and had a host Dabney went the second gift of
attention
much
the
in
e
attracting
is
litigation
smokehous
the
little
beside
from
latter
hangnow
laprobe. This
ty-fifth street. The light
these eespective ;vicinities given auf- of friends who extend sympathy to liandstime
body over Western Kentucky.
; ward and sent a charge into the arms
prize last year.
first
ing at Bloomfield and Thirteenth fieent street lighting.
took
girl
fell in his wife's
her
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who
composed
family,
breaved
}load
the
f
Last spring Hodge sold his fine
o
I
,
entering
Thirwere
will be moved to Larirotaff and
Just as the children
I and died.
Langstaff. of the board, husband and four citiktren.
near this city to the Paducah
form
review
.Member
in
wilt
passing
light
and
nearby
A
rigs
teenth streets.
with their
not
therefore
city,
out
sold
club which will start a race
the
of
Hodge
Driving
out
that
still
after
is
Shortly
the
Pony'
of the grandstand
be moved to Thirteenth and Salem
Hon. John Moore, of LaCenter, ar- in front Ito the vehicle of Misses; his farm near Clinton and coming to i track on it.
to accompany the others on the
here
'streets.
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*
rived'ere yesterday.
4ffe.trip yesterday.
It took the board two and one

CLAIMS HE WAS
JERKED OFF CAR

COMMENCED

SEDNGTHE
ECLIP
NIGHT
OPENI

CHILDREN'S FEATURE
START WORK NEAR
WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL
THE CROSS CREEK

ALEXANDER ADMINISTRATOR
WAS QUALIFIED YESTERDAY

l

RE-ELECTED

ELECTED 10 OLD
PLACES BY BODY

'

CHEATHAM HODGE ACQUITTED
OF KILLING PINK HEAD

REMAINDER NEW STREET
LIGHTS WERE LOCATED

r

ta
Art..•

,

,•rower....romirs...1••••

G
ARE
ADIN
ER
SPRE
MATT
ESS
GODD
Atthe Churches WAS POSTPONED THE BITETHIC
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church contemplates
starting a protracted meeting tomorrow at that place, but has not' yet
fully made up his mind. He will decide by tomorrow, so as to make announcements accordingly. He will fill
the pulpit morning and evening tomorrow.

dedicated to the fruits and vines, of
the earth from early Biblical times.
It brings to an end the important MEMBERS OF THE PROTEST- CONTRACTORS STARTED MEN
chain of sacred days, including Rosh
TO
WORK
DEPOSITING
ING UNIONS WERE
Hashona and Yom Kippur. Only the
COMPOSITION.
NOT PRESENT.
first two and the last two days are
kept as holy days.

than fourteen years of age in mint,
mill or foctory except ,where it is
shown that the results of their labor
are., absolutely necessary for their
own support, and those dependent on
them. If this be proven to the satisfaction of the County Judge the necessary permit which allows the child
to go to work may be issued. Fortunately child labor boa never been
employed to any great extent by
though'
Kentucky
manufacturers,
there have been instances of the terrible conditions arising from its practice.
Regarding the issuance of permits
since the law's passage in this state
Jefferson county has been particulorly fortunate. Judge Gregory was on
the bench when the law was enacted
and it was a strict policy of his to
refuse all applications save only
those where the direst necessity de-'
mended issuance. Judge Wilson sineet
he has been in office has pursued thei
some plan, and since the appointment•
of truant officers can see to 'it that
children whose applications are rejected in order that they may go to
school are made to do so.
But the New York law banishes
all possibility of child labor. A few
years of its enforcement and the peop1( of that state will become occustomed to the idea that children of
lees than sixteen years must give
their time solely to preparing for ths
sterner ditties of life, which they may
enter upon at the proper age.

OLD LEADERS
SWEPT ASIDE
REFORM ELEMENT DOMINATES
MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

Follow New York and Indorse Can.
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Broadway Methodist Church.
date of Independence League—A
Works WiU. Inspect All
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magnitude of the sales of picture post returned to us accompanied by a note
card' in general is enouoh to 13ng is whioh the editorial soul breathed
FREE
the pottal and police departments to forth its appreciation and regret, hut
nothing more. Finally, to make the
a sl arp investigation.
rine of the largest whclesale and re- position of the itediacerning publishthe
superlatively ridiculous,
tail dealers in these pictere post clot, ers
in Chicago ectablished the huainess manuscript was forwarded to Kiplie ling's original publishers of the story.
in Germany fifteen year ago.
c:.rni• to the United Stroes at the time Aftef an interval of about seven weeks
a
ot the world's fair at St. Louis, and we received a letter containing
for a year and a half he has had a check and acceptance.
'The check was returned by us. with
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a handsome young German
sult was preposterous, and is a compresides.
Six Million in Stock in a Single Store mentary and a reflection on someThis house keeps in stock 6.0oo.000 body's intellectual pretensions—upon
cards, and in this stock at the pres- whose we isill leave i for the public
ent time are 135 views of Chicago of to decide.
almost every conceivable character.
In the retail stock at the personal GREEN MOTORMAN
order, selling two for 5 cents, as
BECOMES INSANE
aga,nst the view cards selling for
11.4.111bno
cents each. In the eight months of Whips Four Policemes After RunWHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
1906 this one house has sold 1,600.0no
ning Car at Full Speed Over
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
of these souvenir post cards of all
Williamsburg Bridge.
IT CAN BE Al- PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OE
types, of .which about 750,000 are of
the nature :ailing for the activities of
New York, Oct. 5.—Leo Schwartz,
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
Inspector Stuart of the postbffict a green motorman, became insane
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
secret service.
yesterday as his car crossed Will
In the experience of this young iamsburg bridge. He ran the car
AND AGRZZABI E HUES
woman there are certain types of at top speed on the crowded bridge,
IT IS AFPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
persons coming into the place which waving the controller around his
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
she can pick out at a glance as cus- head and threatening to brain anyone
who
will pass back to sec- who interfered. He whipped Pour
tomers
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
tion of counter in which the 'PIM policemen before he was subdued by
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
tionable and objectionable picture their clubs and the reserves were
By far the called out to handle the mobs that
cards are displayed.
greater number of .these customers aasembled.
are men, and nothing in the card
Hoe on display is too broad and sugYes, Alonzo, foul weather somegestive for purchase, with the proved times, boosts The price of eggs.
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pletion, the rates to consumers in better morals. It may be
Louisville will be much lower.
that these tlfings will run any how,
tiON 'ORMNo greater curse can befall a city which is true, but that is no reasoit\
PUBLISHED BY THE
than for a few men to so entrench why efforts to check them should not
REGISTER iiEWSPAPER CO. themselves as to be able to grab be made. People who live by defyevery franchise that is put up in a ing the laws of God and man are of
(Incorporataed.)
city. Right
e in Paducah is to be no benefit to a city, but a veritable
At Register Building, 523 Broadway found a andfull f men who are curse. A single
gambling room, or
MAYOR t BARTH
OF
LOUIS- CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE DONE LEXINGTON AGREES
throttlin the progress of this city by a brothel can do a city more illrnf
TO PAY,.
VJLtsuccE,EJS IN PRO
AND SEVERAL PERSONS
JASIRS E. WILHELM, President conirolli g the general council who
CLAIMS ON PYTHIAN
the
than
all
of
unsanitary
places4that
TECTING THAT CITY.
Treesurer
INJURED.
JOHN WILHELM.
HOME.
1
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary serve it by giving them everything may be created and suffered to sacist.
they ask for and who deliberately ig- Impair the physical man and he may
Entered at the Poetoffice of Paadu- nore the interests of the people by recover, but once sear his morals, Franchise Grabbers Put Up a Deal
Too Rtaw For the People
lath, Ky., as second-class mail matter. the loosely worded franchises they the blight will go
with him to the
to Stand.
are giving away. Hundreds of thous- grave.
One Year
'°° ands of dollars will be reaped by
All over the city is displayed red
2.50
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Lghts
warning the people of the danPaducah,
1.35
is
those
and
of
it
enemies
Louisville, Oct. 5.—As predicted in BUILDINGS
Three Months
RAZED AND DEBRIS NEW ARRANGEMENT
PUTS IN.
,rs, time for the people to wake up and gerous places. If the authorities the Evening Post yesterday, Mayor
One Week
BLOWN IN EVERY DIRECSTITUTION
ENTIRELY
Barth
IN
I
last
night
sent
a
message to
put a stop to the outrages that are thooght the public would not heed
TION BY TWISTER.
CHARGE OF LODGE,
the general council vetoing the ordiAnyone failing to receive this paper being heaped upon them.
the warnings, they would station
nance granting the Kentucky Tracregularly should report the matter to
Louisville Commercial Club is men at those places to prevent by tion company for the
The
sum of $5,000
The Register Office at once. Tele
the kind of a club for a city to have. force, if neicessary, persoos from the right to construct and operate an Pontchatoula, La., Also Hit by the M. E. McClean Was Elected Grand
phone Cumberland 318.
'Clone and Life and Property
Chancellor by the Pythians at
has been demonstrated very clear- rushing headlong to injury. Yet the electric railroad from Thirteenth and
Both Suffer.
Mlagazine
Louisville Meeting.
streets
to the approach of
ly that it is not dominated by torpor- holes of iniquity that exist all over
The Kentucky & Indiana Bridge comate influences, but on the contrary the city are known to the authorities pany.
it stands for the people and, there- but instead of warning the unsuspectNew Orleans, Oct. 5.—A small torThe message was read in the lower
Messrs Lawrence Gleaves, Alex
fore, is a mighty factor in building ing of the dangers before them, the board, and on motion of Councilman nado passed diagonally 'across resi- Kulp and Harry Atkins got back yes
Christen it was referred to the joint dential portions of the'icity about 8 terday from Louisville, where they
Saturday Morning, October 6, 1906. up that city. In some cities those public has good reasons to believe committee on
railroads and finance. a. m. today, taking off- roofs, tearing attended as delegates from Paducah
bodies are but mere adjuncts to fran- that in a measure those places are
down fences and doing other damage. lodge the grand lodge of
Message of the Mayor.
the state of
chise grabbers, who have their strik- encouraged; at least no effort seems
The mayor's message was as fol- Several persons were killed and in- Kentucky for Kinighis of Pythias.
Victory Over Franchise Grabbers.
eri: well selected to go out among t) be made to suppress or abate lows.:
jured. The tornado crossed the river Before they left the Falls
City the
The city of Louisville is to be the business men to bluff or cajole them. If what we have said is true,
"Louisville, Ky.. Oct. 4, 1896— about Jena street. in the up-town dis- election of officers was held as folra
congratulated over the fact that the them into becoming members of the is it not time for the people to seek Board of councilmen, city of Louis- trict, and cut across to the rear of lows, the new incumbents to hold for
ville—Gentlemen: I inclose you here- the Third ward, one of which is the ensuing year:
mayor vetoed the traction franchise organization and put up their good light on the subject?
with without my approval an ordin- bounded by Canal street. The air
Grand Chancellor—M. E. McClean,
and was quickly sustained by the money to have it run in the interest
ance passed by your honorable board was filled with flying planks and oi Covington.
general council. That city is also to of a gang who care nothing for the
Vice Grand Chancellor—George D.
The democrats of Massachusetts on September 25, 1926, granting to other debris. Great excitement was
be congra:ulated over having two city but only seek to boost themfcllowed the example of that party the Kentucky Traction company, its caused in the districts affected by the Young, of Louisville.
successors and assigns, the right to twisted wind.
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal
newspapers, the Herald and the Post selves and the concerns with which in
New York in selecting a candi- construct, maintain and operate by
The tornado crossing the river 'Au- —J. W. Carter, of Owenkoro.
to stand up for the people. And they are identified.
date For governor. The Independ- electricity railroad tracks and cars dubon Park swept in a northwesterly
Master Exchequer—Jule
Louisville is to be further congratuPlummeri
Let the .good people and the mer- ence League of the Bay State had thereon, over certain public ways of direction over the city. crossing Canal of Bellevue.
lated over having a commercial club chants of Paducah learn a lesson
Grand Prelate—O. H. Pollard, of
nominated John Brown Moran for the city of Louisville, beginning at to the west side of Claiborne. It wae
the corner of Thiateenth and Maga- preceded by a thunderous noise. jackson.
free from corporation domination lican how Louisville is doing things.
governor and the democratic conzine streets and thence over, along Along its whole path of three miles
Grand Master at Arms—C. S.
and having the welfare of the city at and have the courage and independvention also made him the nominee and across certain streets and alleys or more, damage
was done, Telephone Saunders, of Franklin.
ence to stand for the best interests of the party. The platform was very to the right of way of the Kentucky and telegraph poles were prostrated
Grand Inner Guard—W. J. Hissens
The history of the attempted grab of Paducah, and rise up and tell the similar to the one adopted in New & Indiana Bridge and Railroad com- and communication with many parts of Newport.
is this. The
Kentucky
Traction little gang that has, been fattening off York, and is straight out for public pany, near the intersection of Thirty- of the city was rendered impossible.
Outer Guard—W. C. Schoelm
lam of Vih-sailles.
Debris Along Street.
Company desired a franchise oyer of them to step aside and no longer oanership and against thieving cor- first street or Thompson Lane and
High avenue
Debris strewn along its track pat
The Anal decision on the matter of
certain- streets in that city and had undertake to drag the city down. porations.
"It has heretofore been the policy the Peters-avenue line temporarily the Widow's and Orphans' home
by,
the ordinance so fram.ed that the The same kind of creatures domiof the present general council to sell out of business. At Toledann and the grand lodge was to accept the le
city had nothing to do but to hand rated Louisville for years, but the
at public auction all fraechises and Saratoga streets a new market, in proposal of the Lexington
lodges,
Mayor Barth's Public Service.
privileges for the use of the public process of conettection, was leveled. which was to satisfy the
the grant over to them with a vote people arose and swept them aside.
claims of
ways of the city of Louisville, and I Five new residences in that neighbor- the Lexington city and
(Louisville Herald.)
of thanks. The owner of the HerBayette
For years and years Louisville
A county authorities and to guarantee
In returning the Kentucky Traction do not think this way tha: all bidders hood were entirely destroyed.
ald, in order to prevent the outrage was classed as a big over grown ordinance to
the lower board of the* can be placed on an equal footing and negro in Douglas square was picked that there would never be any outmade a bona fide offer of $5,000 for -country town, but since the new or- council with his veto Mayor Barth the city know that it is getting the up bodily and blown away. Some side claims made upon the
home.
highest prices for the franchise. The damage was, done at the gae works
The home matter occupied the enthe franchise, but the general coun- der of things great changes have performed a public service that
ck-rnonpolicy
was
this
in the rear of the Third ward. Starch tire time of the grand lodge throughcil paid no attention to the offer. been wrought and today Louisville is merit the approval of every good wisdom of
strated by the recent sale of the light- damage waS done at the oil mill, in out
citizen
of
Louisville.
Thursday.
The proposition
He then raised it to $to,000, and the considered one of the most progresThe Kentucky Traction company, ing franchise under the well-guarded the game_neighlsorhood. A warehouse made by the Lexington people was
general council then stipulated that sive cities in the South. Look back was never a bona
fide railroad build- ordinance which originated in your at Libert, and Poydsts was blown to raise funds to satisfy the Fayette
.. .
the Kentucky Traction Company over' the history of Paducah for sev- ing organization. the persoanel of honorable board and gained for you down: A heavy iron ear- there was county 'Fiscal court's claim of $4.exio
the approbation of the general pub- turned upside down.
and to guarantee that the other chum
could have the franchise for $5,00p, eral years past and see if it has not the company spelled only one word,
1k.
If the general council considers
The Jai Alia skating rink at Milan of $6.oext. held by the city, should
and
that
word
has
been indelibly
profitfew
select
of
a
case
a
been
Her:and passed the ordinance. The
written on the shame of our munici- that section of our city to be in need and Carondelet streets was blown to never be pressed in any way. The
aid and Evening Post began a war- ing at the expense of the public in pal life, The measure %chi
this of additional transportation facilities pieces, and the debris from it scatter- home will now be opened at once, a 00
fare on. the outrage that was to be the many saloons backed by one firm company of scheming
A! reports committee being appointed to see to
rib •ticians it should adopt a well-guarded ordi- eel in every direction.
franchise, pro- tome in the damage in the way of the preparations.
perpetuated on the people; the pub_ and the erZhorbitant rates charged sought to push tiwough the council nance creating such a
The various subordinate lodges in
It viding a time for the commencement houses destroyed increased 'There
lie tonscience was aroused and the patrons of the public utilities. What was a grab. pure and simple.
and completion of the work, requiring were reports also of people hurt by the state and
concession
sought
a
for
nothing,
the auxihary organizaand
competition
people began to protest. The direc. Paducah needs is
timbers.
which it hoped to sell for a big sum. a suitable bond for the performance
tions that have prorlised
furnish
tors of the commencial club met and the prospects along that line are very
f houses were blown by room, in the Home will now be
Anoer
g
Just a word about The Herald. Mr of the obligations assured and order- flYln
sold
prlilicly
in
be
same
ing
to
the
promise,.
by a unanimous vote decided to go good, so we understand, and when Newman, as a private citizen. opposed
the wind in different parts of the city given
an opportunity to fulfill their
the usual way with an upset price lying in the track of the storm. At
before the mayor and urge him to the city throws off the yoke that the- measure on the highlground that
It then would meet my hearty ap- First and 'Magnolia streets a house to The
home,
rooms in
severalSisters
furnish
Itflshone
have agreed
veto the ordinance; The directors has been weighting it down so heav- t'he people should be remanerated for proval Respectfully y..urs.
and
woman
was demolished and a
all franchises. Hie offers of $5,000.
the
called at the mayor's office and ily, the people will see a wonderful
"PAUL C. BARTH, mayor"
child severely hurt. A factory At and they will tender loyal support
and later of Sosono, were made with
found in waiting the attorneys of the change in the city for the better.
Froto and Magnolia is also reported to the project.
the utmost frankness and candor. He
ELEGANT WORK.
have suffered severely.
to
to
corporation who demanded and inagreed to give (and will agree
The trustees elected to have
auction,
put
franchise
at
is
give,
if
the
charge of the institution are:
sisted that they be permitted to atOrdered
Pieces
of
Statuary
Five
Suppress The Dives In Paducah.
Pontehatoula Also Hit.
Three-year
and he is the successful bidder), a
Terms—W. C. G.
tend the conference, but the mayor
From Italy by Feduesh
from Hammond. Ts_ on of
special
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Hobbit.e of Lexington; Emmet Orr,
the
of
for
bond
The
long
winter
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are
apFirm.
declined to 'have any one present
the Illinois Central road, about fifty
tract implied in the franchise. He
Fiye of th• most b-autiful pieces mile. from New Orleans, says that a
except the directors. For over an proaching and with it the season for believes the franchise is worth much
Two-year Terms—Lucian Davis.
cf statuary work ever seen in this tornado struck Pontchatoida, near
hour the mayor and committee dig- the gambling rooms of Paducah to more than $i000.
cs
of Hopkinaville; R. M. Hunter, of
section
are
those
the
marble
now
at
there, this morning, and did heavy oncn-olasviiie.
Mayor Barth was, to use the pare
cussed the franchise, and Thursday flourish. These places can be broken
yards of J. E. William on & Co., of damage to property and killed four
against a
,
street,
"up
to,
If
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O e year
lance
"Term—McHenry Rhoadof
police
deuartment
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night he vetoed the document, and
N
North Third street. The work was people. A number was injured.
measure
proposition."
The
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tough
of
Owensboro.
so
decree,
but
from
some
cause or
ordered from Carara. Italy, by the
the general council at once reconby hit own adminisether they seem to be rather indrf- had been passed
firm and consists of Virgin Mary, as
sidered its action.
godtration; it was fathered and
.
the winter piece. and Fur angels curfetent about the matter. There must
by his political friends; every
The mayor in ciis veto said:
retarding her. The Paducah firm orbear
be a reason for such a state of af- influence they could bring to
dered the statuary horn abroad for
"If the general council considers
sighis
secure
to
on
him
used
tars, and it might be well for the was
M. Albert Susanka, of Cairo, where
that section of our city to be in need
and an the
chief executive to investigate the nature. It takes a brave man
pieces will be shipped tonight.
emen
an
such
meet
to
honest man
of additional transportation facilities
Today
anyone desieng to seer them
matter. The people and the press
gency, and rise equal to it. Mayor
rrol chntild adopt a well grotincled or&imam/ good sanitary conditions, Parth did that—did i- nobly and man- will be cordially welcomed at the ALL SESSIONS CLOSED YES- FOUR OF HIS WARRANTS TO
rr arble yards, as they are dreams of
dinance creoting such a franchise,
TERDAY AFTER TWO
COME UP THIS MORNING
and 'all should join is a,crusade for fully, and The Herald gives him., most
attistic ability. They cost about Sr.
DAY SMEET.
providing time for the commenceIN COURT.
richly
deso
he
cheerfully,
credit
the
'good
moral conditions.
Filthy
500.
serves.
mem and completion of the work, re- streets and unsanitary
conditions
Nor by any means the least force
quiring a suitable bond for the per- cannot exist except
Fresh cut roses and carnations.
Vigorous Step Be Taken to Induce Small Colored Boys Charged With
by consent of in accomplishing this turning down of
formance of the obligation assumed, the boards whose
BRUNSON'S
Broadway.
saa
Immigrants to Locate in This
the
Throwing Rocks at Saunders
business it is to franchise grabbers was the act of
Section of Country.
and ordering title seine to be public- see that such
directors,
whose
club,
Commercial
White, Colored.
things do not exist, and
dif
ly sold in the usual way, with an up- the same is
sides. met the issue that it is a ti link line is preposterous.
both
hearing
after
true about the moral
with a dignity and judgment worthy
But this contest against this grab
set price, it would meet my hearty conditions of
this c:ty.
A police their good name.
The Immigration 'convention came
was not solely a contest against the
Business is picking up with Lycurapproval."
force is maintained for the specific
was
fight
good
the
in
valiant
to
a close .yesterday morning, after gus Rice. the official cow catcher for
Ever
Kentucky Traction company; it was a
This is the way they do things in purpose of good govcrnmest and the the redoubtable 'R. W. Knott, of the contest for the recognition
of the a very profitable two clays session this city, as he has four parties for.
Louisville. For years and years that promotion of good morals. Just why Evening Post. He was on the firing rights of the city to the streets built participated in by a large number of trial today in the police court, oh the siO
city has been dominated by fran- that branch of the city government line all the time, never flinching, by the taxes of the citizens. It was visitors and several hundred Padu- charge of permitting their bovines to
battling for a cause a contest for the adoption of a new cahana. Much time of yesterday was rem at large upon the public streeti.,
c'hise grabberu. but through the ef- extends so much consideration. to the never wavering,
that will ultimately bring to the citi- policy in reference to-all public fran- consumed like upon the preceding Those accused are F. P. Toof, W. 111,
orts of the two newspapers mention- gamblers.and harlots, we are at loss rens of Louisville, not only freedom
ddses, and, in our belief, it roans day, hearing addresses from repre- Nelson, D. R. Smalley and one othe
, the people have been aroused to to understand, and with a little
of millions to the city treasury.
blessings
corruption,
the
but
sentatives urging that something be e:. Twelve of Smalleys cows were
from
agidone to bsing immigrants to this taken up, but only one warrent was/
good government.
a tion. Oaly a few months ago the tation on the part cf the
In
the
commend
we
this
view
good peoof the country. ,Bletfore ad- gotten out against him.
section
course Mayor Barth has taken against
selsctric lighting monopoly of that pie, we believe that the
public will
journment it was decided to take a
combination
a
that
of
interests
are
Boys Warranted.
city attemoted by every scheme pros- be given to understand the
Mayor Barth's Vie0.
exact reaat war with the progress of the city. vigorous step in this direction and
Willie Williams and Freeman Tor.
+Bible to prevent the city from grant- tam.
within
Much of the credit of this result President Henry 'Hughes will
ian, small colored boys, were war(Louisville Post.)
ing a franchise to another lighting
month call a meeting of the ranted last night at the.
If Paducah had an organization of
instance of
We congratulate the mayor on the most be given to Mr. Newman, of the the next
company, and the beat the greedy say, one
order to demonstrate that ditactors to settle upon some plan.
Saunders White, a colored man who
hundred good citizens to message last night sent to the general 'Herald. In
monopoly could do was to get the make
aside all legal sub- this proposed gift' had a money value ' The officers chosen yesterday are works for the N. C. and St. L railit their business to obtain the council. Putting
road. White charges the lads wits
terfuges, all judiciously established Mk. Newman, in a letter to the mayor. as follows:
general council to ,fix the upset price facts in
regard to the number of falsehood!, the Kentucky Traction proposed, if the franchise were offered
President, Mr. Henry Hughes, of having thrown bricks and rocks at
at $2o,000 believing that no one gambling rooms and immoral
resorts company was in it cotaception an at auction, to begin the bidding at Fadascah, Ky.
Subsequently he raised this
would pay that sum for the privilege scattered over the city, and
Vioti President, Judge J. F. McNot Yet Captured.
then go organized raid upon. public property. $5,000.
of competing with an old and es- before the mayor and general
second grab had to bear the minimum- price to $to,oco. Mr. New- Cartney, Mletropili9.
The officers have not yet caught'
Its
-council
Calloway county, Mr. 0, J. Jen
Will Hohundeo, who is wanted on a
odium of its firet. Mtn might, in the Mon had no desire himself to secure
tablished company. When the sale in a body and demand an
investiga- beginning, have been willingly de- the franchise, but he was willing to
Morray, Ky.
peach warrant gotten out against him
was made the purchasers paid over tion, many pitfalls v•ould
12ivingston county, Mn, J. H. Lit- by his wife who fears he will do
be speedily ceived by the pretense that the Ken- r;sk money in demonstrating his gag&
one hundred thousand dollars for the suppressed and the
tle.
her some harm.
moral atmos- tucky Traction company was a trunk faith..
privilege, and they are now at work phere clarified. There
years after.1 To the Commercial club the publii.
Lyon county, Mr. John L. Stmifh.
is not a sin- line, but waiting three'
Ballard county, Mr. W. H. Viets.
they got possession of the streets owes a new debt of gratitude. It Sup
building a plot to cost about one gle merchant or
decent citizen yvho
Graves county, J. R. LemOn, May- Paducah, Ky.
they hoped to sell, and Iving•tiot a ported -the demand for a sate of the
andlion of dollars, and after its corn- cannot afford to join in a
demand for rail or a tie, the preteltse this year franchise, and in so doing represented field, Ky.
Rtse
.tary and treasurer, D. W.
•
the Louisville of the future.
•
McCracken county, W. U. Bower, Coons, Paducah, Ky.
.
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ORGANIZES
PACKING
GOES SOUTH CADET CLASS
ENDENT LIEB WILL
MR. FLECH TAKES CHARGE OF SUPERINT
ES FROM
SUBSTITUT
DRAW
,
JACKSONAT
PLANT
RANKS.
THOSE
VILLE, FL.
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From The Alumni Association Held EnterMr. Carl Gilmore Comes
taining Meeting YesterdayPosiToledo, Ohio, to Take Old
School Notes.
tion With Brunson.
Superintendent 1.;:eb, of the public schools, yesterday said that next
Tuesday he would meet the High
School graduates for purpose of organizing a "Cadet Class" like existed last year. He will meet a.number of the youn.g ladies who have
graduated and arrange for them to
join. The object of the cadet class is
to have a source from which to draw
substitute school teachers to fill the
places of the regular instructors
when some of the latter get sick or
are prevented from teaching ,from
any cause. Last year the superintendent maintained a cadet body
from among the pupils of the High
School, and the latter will be admitted this year. By drawing on them
Will Locate Here.
as substitute, the superintendent in
of
Mr. Carl Gilmore and wife,
this way gives them experience useToledo, Ohio, will arrive in the city ful to them when they apply for regtomorrow to make Paducah ther ular positions in the schools. There
home. Mr. Gilmore is not a stranger are quite a number of graduates who
Brunin this city, as he was with the
expressed a
three Save spoken to him and
for
son floral establishment
is possible
It
join.
to
willingness
was
years, when the downtown store
will be
there
class
this
from
that
underneath The Palmer. He comes chosen the regular teachers to have
the
back to take his old place with
charge of the new rooms to be creatfirm, and his return is cordially wel- ed to relieve the present crowded
comed by his many friends. For quite condition of the schools. One new
with
a while he has been connected
room will be at the Washington
Toledo,
of
company
Floral
The Heine
tuilding and ehe other at the McKinOhio.
ley building in Miechanicsburg.

Mr. C. S. Felch, manager of the
local branch of the Thimsnond Packto
ing company, has been transferred
of
charge
take
to
Fla.,
Jacksonville,
the plant there. He is succeeded here
by M. J. F. Fritzius, who heretofore
local
has been bookkeeper in the
office.
Felch thas been here quite a
While superintending the Paducah
branch, which built up a fine business
under his supervision. He leaves for
his new field tomorrow and takes with
him the good wishes of all Paducahans who realize a, miost valuable and
progressive citizen of responsibility
is lost.

CUPID'S CAPERS.
Two Young Couples of Graves are
United in Wedlock.
Mayfield, Ky., Oct. 5.--Walter
Grant and Miss Gertrude Curry were
married Wednesday evening at the
residence of the bride's father, Calvin Curry, on the Mayfield and Sedroad. Rev. Ed. Wright peralia
formed the ceremony. Mr. Grant is
a popular young farmer of the Vulton
Creek neighborhood. The bride is
one of the prettiest and most charming young ladies in. the county.
Johrs W. Bates and Miss Sallie
Wrather were marned at the residence of Rev. C. A. Warterfield,
Tiresslay evening, at 8 o'clock, in the
presence of a few friends. Rev. Warterfiela officiated. The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Sallie Wratlwr and
one of the most respected women of
the city. Mr. Bates is manager of
the Mayfield Grocery Co.. and has a
host .of friends.

Alumni Gathering.
Yesterday afternoon at the High
School auditorium on West Broadway the msmbers of the Alumni Associatkn held a meeting the first
since last spring. Quite a large number were present and a delightful
musical program carried out, those
rarticipating being the Misses Pityyear, Mr. Robert Chastane and Mrs.
Lela Lewis.
The body will meet again the first
Ftiday in November, at w'hich time
each member will be privileged to
bring a visitor with them for the
affair.
New Professor.
Professor Shrieves, the instructor in science, has arrived from Boston and yesteday molting assumed
his duties at the High School. He
ir a graduate of Harvard, comes
highly recommended, and made a
day.

•••••••••=ma,

When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enterprises, and when you buy Luzerr e
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.

Get Our Prices
Both phones 70

We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton

ECLIPSED THE
OPENING NIGHT
(Continued from Page One.)
Haley got first prize of $15, M. Fitzgerald second of $16, and Wynn Tully
thrid of $5. It was during this event
that Mr. Frank had a very narrow
escape from injury, and things were
exciting for a while. He was speeding his horse around the ring at a
rapid pace, when he made too short
a turn, and over his buggy toppled
throwing him out. He bravely clung
to the reins and threw his horse to
the ground, after being dragged only
a foot or two. Great excitement prevailed for a moment, hundreds rushing out into the ring, fearing he had
been killed' or dangerously hurt. He
escaped without a scratch, and hitching his Sorse again, continued in the
contest, being loudly applauded for
Iris bravery and horsemanship on
passing the grandstand.
The last event had to be called off
on account of not enough entries being made. lit was for the champion
pair of harness horses, the prizes being $6o, $25 and $to. Fives entries
were needed, but only four rigs were
ready, and it had to be called off.
Those entering were E. H. Haley of
Murray, Owen Tully, Wynn Tully
and Hume Ogilvie of here.

Driver to be accomsxmied by lady,
$25, $is, $1a
5. Registered five-gaited Saddle
Stallion, $25, $to, $5.
9:15-to:
6. Pacing roadster to runabout, $Is
$10, $5.
to:oo
7. Champion light harness horse
mare or gelding. Owned in Western
Kentucky, Southern Illinois or Western Tennessee. Horse must have been
owned by exhibitor thirty days. before
this event. No exhibitor to enter
more than one horse.
Horse 75 per cent, equipment and
general appointments, 25 per cent.
Five to enter, $6o, $25, $15.

TIff11,44.4

.
Social
SEvents
The grand ball occurred last evening at the Elks' home on North Fifth
street and was a most charming affair
attended by several hundred people.
It was in honor of the visiting sponsors, and some of the most elegant
costumes ever viewed here, were in
evidence upon the floor.
This afternoon at her home in The
Pines, Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman will
entertain the children, boys and girls,
who took part in the events last night.
It is desired that every one attend.
SNOW FLIES IN COLORADO
••••.01•••••••

Fall of Forty Degrees in Temperature Precedes Storm.
Pueblo, Col., Oct. 5.-The first
snowstorm of the season prevailed
here yesterday. The temperature had
fallen nearly forty degrees in the
laat twelve hours.
Colorado Springs Col., Oet. 5.Colorado Springs experienced her
fgat snow storm of the season. Refrom ssthe mountains indicate
dkar. nowfall of several inches.

Afternoon Protrans.
The program for this afternoon is
as follows:
Best Registered Saddle Stallion.
Five-Gaited. Registration papers to
be given recording secretary before
horse enters ring. Ps, $io, $s.
Best jyair draft horses. $1o, and $5.'
certificate.
printed
Handsomely
suitable for framing, will be issued •Alexanderas the younger
to the winners of the afternoon bought a new painting every time
he had a new book published.
events.
Best
$5.
Best Year Old Colt, $1o.
suckling Colt, $to, $5. Best mule colt,
one year oh], $to, $5. Best suckling
mule colt, to, $5.
Best Registered Trotting Stallion
/Registration
shown in harness.
papers to be given recording secretary
before horse eaters ring, $15. Po, and
$5.
Best
$10,
i5.team. of mules, Po, $5.
Best mules four years and over,

His Last Day.
Professor Harrison has been actbuilding since school opened last
THE WEATHER.
month, but as Miss Emma Morgan
Turned Exceedingly Chilly Last Ev- has been assigned to that building as
result of the controversy Professor
ening in This City.
Harrison taught his last day yesterexMiss Morgan takes charge
turned
day.
nght
The weather last
cesidngly chilly, and this morning Monday.
it was quite cold, but indications are
Sick Teachers.
not for a frost av it seems to be too
Yesterday the following teachers
dark and cloudy. Thursday the sun
allot* considerable, arid prospects of the Washington building were deof
were for a repetition yesterday. but tained at their homes on account
Adah
Miss
causes;
other
behind
and
illness
from
out
come
to
;t failed
Best two-year-old mule, $to, $5.
Brarletora Miss Marion Noble, Miss
the clouds.
Best Registered Stallion, shown
Lora Brandon and Professor Colewith two of his get. Registration
elan. Substitutes too' their places.
papers to be given recording secreSchool Editors.
tary before horse enters ring. $15, $to.
The class editors of the high $5. Horse, 5o per cent; colt, so per
George sliool paper, "Is1.1coodah", have cent.
Mrs.
-TH'is morning
Best trotting bred mare shown
Flournoy will entertain at her coun- been elected as follows: Wigs Vera
try home, "ISolomal Lodge" compli- jchnston from senior class; Miss with colt. Mare, so per cent; colt,
nrentary to her house guests, Miss Sadie Smith from junior class; Mr. 50 per cent, $10, $7.50, $5.
Best saddle bred mare shown with
Mae Slitiffington of Nashville, Tenn.. William Wilhelm from' sophomores
from
Whittler
Mayfield
of
,
Elizabeth
sm.Thomas
Miss
Mere, 5o per cent; colt, 50 per
colt.
and
and Mrs.
the freshmen. The publication of the cent, $to, $7.50, $5.
her sister.
--An excursion conies here tomor- psper will be resumed right away by
Saturday Night.
tl e scholars, who get it out monthvow from St. Louis over the I. C.
saloonists ly.
The Wednesday night program that
-Yesterday morning
was postponed until tonight on acNctisson & Sears of Third and NorFootball Game.
count of the weather, is as follows:
ton, discovered thlestes had broken
7:30-7:45
The high school football team toin the night before and stolen $ts
cigars.
day goes to Metropilis to play the
1. Grand parade of all horses enin .cash and mueh liquor and
-The Sans Souci club meets with school club of there. The line-up for tered for the nights contests, and
private turnouts.
Mrs. John W. Scott next Friday af- the Paducah boys is as follows:
y left half
St. John. captain a1.7:45-8:10
tit-noon, to resume its gatherings for
Lack; Virgin, center( rush; Cave,
2. Best roadster shown to runabout.
the winter period. .
-The Junior Warden Missionary right guard; Elliott, right tackle; mare or gelding, equipment considSociety of the Broadway Methodist Cope, right end; Burton ?left guard; ered, driver to be accompanied by
auricle will meet this afternoon at 3 Reedit's left tackle; Bagby. left end; lady. $15, $to, $5.
8:10-8:45
Hailey, quarter back; Davis, full
o'clock with Miss Mary Starr.
3. Musical drill. Bee couple, best
-At the Mechanicsburg Methodist Luck. The subs are Randle and
lady, best gentleman rider, cups.
church Sunday wheel will "be held Harth. Roscoe Reed is the coach.
4. Best Pair Roadsters shown to
at sEts o'clock tomorrow Morning.
Equipment considered.
Perrunabout.
Rev.
by
occurs
preaching
while
SICK PEOPLE.
p. m.
ryman at to:3o a. re. mai
The Jtsnier Epworth league gathers Mr. Hugh Miller is Ill With MalarIt 2 o'clocik in the afternoon and, the
ial Fewer-Mrs. Stevenson Sick
ss mot Eariverth league at 4:3o o'clock
at Mayfield.
AS- night.
Mr. litigh Miller is ill with malarial fever at his home in 713 Jones
Rare Beek Brings Swam°
copy of the streets.
London, Oct,
Mrs. M. B. pukes, of 503 North
third edition of Shakessatire's "Pasis confined with an attack
Seventh,
only
the
sionate Pilgrim," uf which
illness.
of
Bobleian
the
in
is
extant
copy
other
Mrs. L 0. Stevenson, wife of the
library, has just been sold at priis quite Ill at the home
undertakkr,
at
buyer
American
an
to
sale
vate
of relatives in Mayfield.
Poona f

NEWS IN BRIEF

E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEW4KENTUCKY
Coed sold on the market. Why send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.

ENGLERT
CS,
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS

e•

++++ + +
+

INIMMtki.asswsisessbeiss. arstussiorignaisks...s.ss.s.,1

Barry a o
Hooneberger
+++++

PERSONAL MENTION.
.4
.
+ SF SS + 4. 4

That run-down, tired feeling is the
first

symptom of

MALARIA, take

4• 4s + SS +

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsu es

Mrs. Thomas McCiSloch and children, of New Albany, Ind., are visiting the former's turd • and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Merces. of West Monroe street.
Mrs. Wilbur Williamson, of New
Albany, Ind., is the guest of her parents, M. and Mrs. William Mercer,
of West Monroe.
Had
The specific for all malaria
Mrs. M. A. Poore has returned
from visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ben cured others. Will cure you.
Parker ,of Mayfield.
M. a P. Head has returned to
Price so Cents Per Box.
Eddyville after spending several
days here.
Mr. and MTS. N. C. Northington
and -Mrs. John Wright, of Bandana,
are in the city shopping and attending the Horse Show,
AISsses Hattie and Maud Cook, two
of Murray's most charming ladies,
bRUG STORE.
are guests of Mrs. John G. Miller,
at the corner of Ninth and Clark
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237.
streets.
Mr. ad Mrs. John Coke and child
of Wickliffe, are visiting Dr. and
tics force, has retuined from visltMrs. A. S. Dabney.
Mrs.. John Rock and daughter, ing 'his daughter in Chicago.
Mrs. Claude Creasson and charren
Florgnce, of Cleveland, Ohio., are
visiting Mrs. George Beyer of Fifth have gone to visit Mrs. Murrell
Brown, of Madisonville.
and Monroe.
Mrs. John Holmes leaves today to
of
Grand
Copeland,
Mrs. C. B.
Chiin, Ill., is visiting her sister, Mrs visit in St. Louis and Iowa.
Mr. John K. Bonds, police comZ. I. Covington.
Mrs. L. S. DuBds is home from missioner, is at,SendIng the Louisville
hors! show.
an extended Eastern tour.
Miss Mary Dillin, of Nashville,
Mrs. Harry Young and family have
has returned home after visTenn.,
acne to Louisville to join Mr. Young
iting Mrs. Carl Faust.
and resist.
Mr. Harry Ashbrook yesterday
Mrs. Mai Cunningham and Miss
Bell Cunningham, of Cairo, are visit- went to Albuquerque N. M.. for his
health.
ing Mrs. E. L. Carey.
Mass Fannie Irwin, of Kuttawa, is
Married at Old Age.
visiting Ass Fannie Gould.
Auburn, Ky., Oct 5 -Uncle_ "Billy"
Mr. L. P. Lack, of Kevil, is visitChandler, aged eighty-seven years,
ing his sister, Mrs. 011ie Elliott.
Mrs. Judge Jesse Gilbert goes to t -f this vicinity, was married to Mrs.
Dallas, Texas next wilek to spend Staples, aged seventy-five years, of
tie winter with her sons, Messrs "Sutler county. This is Mr. Chantier's fifth venture in matrimony
Flank and Harry Gilbert.
Mr. Will Clark, the wholesale Both parti:s are well known and
prominent. They are both remarkgrocer, has gone to St. Louis.
Mrs. Charles Morris, of Shreve'- i abl yactive for their age.
port, La., is visiting Miss Mae Orme.
Mr. J. S. Spinner returned yesterA woman doesn't like a mirror that
day from L'ittlle Rock, Ark.
Captain Frank Harlan, of the po_ makes thing-s plain to her.

fBACON'S

1110.0mAY

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6

FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

Fancy Michigan Potatoes, per pk. soc
/Roman Beauty Apples, per peck.. t5c
Extra Large Apples, per peck....2oc
Both Phones No. 110
203, 206 S. Third
25C
Octagon Soap @ 6 for
each
One bar of White Free with
order of soap free.
65c
Famous White Dove Flour 0
60c
Extra Fancy Patent Flour @
45e
Fancy Straight Flour @ 2 for
Extra Fancy Bananas @ per doz 15c
t5c
Saratoga Flakes @ 2 for
25C
Vanilla Wafers @ 3 for
ss._
25C
for
Graham Wafers t
k . 4/
25c
for
3
(iSd
Wiafers
Nabisco
x,..--------- _rs----.
)
tc
Mixed Cakes 0 Per lb.
White Line Washing Powder @ 2
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
for
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
5c
a for
Fuller Soap
The
designs are cut on the finest quality of blank
tor
Potted Ham @ 3 for
Tor
plige
crystal.
New Puffed Rice, per
New Rolled Oats, per pkg. a ....roc
Our glass.1a of unequalled car, brilliancy and
For next Tuesday we will have pressfinials.
serving pears at $1 oo per bushel.
pure
sell
will
For family use we
distilled and bonded whiskey and
, s
wine.

4.40.,,,5
- -CUT „0,
,,-.t
(...4 ,

GLASS '''

i

Englert & Bryant

ILIWolft alk Jeweler

Now is the time for you to fill yotu coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 I c

Best Kentucky ana Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,'

'se It setims passing strange
some things come to pass.

-Mr. W. R. Mullins arrived yestesday from Henderson after the remains of his father, Dr. W. S. Mulwho will be takkai to Paris,
lins,
miserA girl in love is, almost is
burial.
for
able as one who isn't.
-,-s
when

h. in Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960, New 245.,

- -

Thirteenth and Adams Street

TRAITS OF INHERITANCE.

RUNG -IA BREEZES,

Ca Books as Well as in Life There
SELLS OF (MASS AND MEYAI•
Age Certain Strong Family
MAKE .AITEET MUSIC.
Resmeblanee.
One may imagine an artist attempt.
hag, on a wager, to paint a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber Cooper, in the Bookman. In the
same way one may imagine a nov
elist writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their slices.
try, their past lives, their present
eurroUndizigs, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
the. Every landscape must contain,
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern itself with traits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his characters are a living reality, men and
women whom ho thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no p:emptings from Darwin in order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in a family group,' how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back in the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
In some of our best English novels,
ha "Belinda" and "Emma," in "Th.:
Nesrcomes" and "The Mill on tie
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen.
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentlefolk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us say,
Is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her personality.
Now if the book is based upon an
intelligent observation of life it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heredity for you.
Like logarithms, down to the tenth
decima.L You are free to work it sag
for yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good sod bad, beak to thels
various sourest; to soolocter• about
her aunty things whieh the &ethos
never iice meationed, perhaps nem
or even thought of. In hooka, se welt
as In real life, there are etirtain tantly resemblances that are never -(heed until pointml out by some edge.
earative etran,ger.

Range in Pee from Twenty-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Doilars--'..rhere They Are
Used.

MAY INDICT THE STANDARD
As Result of Investigation by Federal
Grand Jury at Jackson.

Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. MOM AND

Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 4.—The Stand
art,' Oil Company may be indicted as
the result of an investigation by the
gland jury at a special session of the
Federal court called by John E. McCall, United States judge, to meet in
Jackson on October is. It is a
similar case to the recent indictments
returned in Chicago. To aid in the
investigation, United States District
Attorney George Randolph, who is in
Colorado Springs, Col., will return
to this city Sunday.
Basing the indictments partly on
Commissioner Garileld's report relative to the "Grand Junction combination" wrich involves. the Standard
Oil Company, the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois Railroad Company, the Chicago & Terre.. Haute Railroad Company and the Southern Railway Company, it is charged that a secret combination existed among these companies by which there was a discrimination of rates. It is alleged that
the Standard Oil , Company saved
$toci000 annually for the time the
secret agreement was on.
It is asserted in the charge that eke
Standard Oil Company made Grand
Junction, Tenn., the shipping point of
oil and oil products of the entire
South, shipping its commercial article from the big refinery at Whiting,
Ind. According to the report, this
being an insignificant station other
oil companies did not think of asking
for rates to and from these two
points, the consequence being that
these concerns paid the regular rates,
which were much higher than those
charged the Standard Company.

THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Columbia Building.
Phone so—Red.

"Saviliril(er Money
Ifs a 11-11abfit"

The wind be'l, as its name implies,
Is made to rir.; by the action of the
wind. In fact ;he wind bell is not a
bell at all, st•ictly speaking, but a
contrivance co: posed of a number of
pendants suspc .ded in a circle from
a ring and hum. close together so that
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack's
they will come into contact and proet sompany—the cheapest and bes
duce sounds a Aen swayed by the
wity1.
excursion out of Paducah.
Some wind be'..s produce sounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with ;lass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction,
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
la price from 25
Wind bells r.
.;riginal home of
cents to 1200.
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell is
composed of a number of narrow
It is a trip of pleasure, conduit
stripe of glass. /whops six inchee in
and rest; good service, good tabl
length, suspended lengthwise from a
good roams, etc. Boats leave abash
wire ring about two inches la diamWednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
eter. Within the circle formed by tae
strips thus suspended is hung by one
For other informatiosa apply to Jas
corner a little square piece of glass
Frank L
Koger, superintendent;
half way down the length of the long.
agent.
Brown,
strips, the strips and the square piece
UntitturatuuSirtti=
attIONIIIMMUMBIMICOMISMSMOUnMstillii
being ornamented with various Japan
ese charactfirs and designs. This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with lime another and with the
Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell
line
square suspended among them.
in Thither Hampden watches, one of the most popular in
the
But slightly more expensive than
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any m3vement you
this simplest form of wind bell are
wish. Let us repair your watch.
others of glass, with pendants of difSALOONS AT BIRMINGHAM
Round trip to EVANSVTLLE AND
ferent lengths, and with a number ot
squares of different sizes, such a wind Authorities Very Careful as to Who RETURN, continoos passage $400:
Unlimited ticket $s.00 meals and
bell producing a greater variety of
Shall Be Granted Licenses.
if your clock is out of orucr; we will call for it and
laciallat.
berth
warrant
tones.
4.—BirmBirmingham, Ala., Oct.
every
job in our line. Beautiful
wedding presents in sterlAnother inexpensive sort of wine ingham will be very careful in the
ing silver, cut glass or hand psinted china.
bell has a number of very small bell issuing of licenses for the liquor bus
We are offering
shaped metal objects suspended on a mess hereafter, and in all probability
some special low prices for the next to days.
BOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, petty
cord at different heights, with a corno license will be issued outside of ef five or over $1.5o each, wtthoet
responding number of little glass halls
fire rimits of the city. The city
the
hanging from cords, to come into condown a strong lid, sure meals; $2.00 with meals.
putting
is
tact with the metal objects when the
315 BROADWAY
enough, and not only is gambling beGood music on all the boats. For
bell is swayed by the wind.
bus.liquor
the
also
but
out
run
ing
J.
A.
urther
Konetzka.
particulars tee
Jeweler and Optician.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell has for pendants a number of ness and other things that might tend
S. A. FOWLER. Gen, Pass. Agent
variously colored leaf shaped pieces towards a bad city. Mobile sends its
City Pas 111111.--of metal, metallic leaves of various violent classes, to iBirmingham for er GIVEN FOWLER.
.
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Agent
prisoner
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Cullman
forms and sizes, suspended amend safe-keeping.
from a ring by cords. The wind blew. in Birmingh7.m. Etow7.h county sent
these leaves together, producing—the four men here for safe-keeping durleaves beitg of different sizes and ing the past year and has one here
thicknesses--a variety of musical now. Marshall county had two pristones.
oners here for safe-keeping during
. the past year. Morgan county sent
A metallic wind bell that sells for
$35 and occupies vertically a space of negro prisoners to Bimingham for
about three feet has, suspended around ,safe-keepiwg.
With this all know the
1
from a ring abei t a foot,in diameter,
THA OLD, OLD STORY.
authoities of the city are not going
a number of peniants, each composed
tow
for pb5
LEMON,("RANGY, OHERRY
to take any chances and tre police
mp,esi with
ant the Eight (*Two Soddenly of several curious metal objects strung and county officers are keeping a
one below the other. Below this circle
Chilly and the Love-Making
should
of pendants and hanging from the close watch that nothing
Was a Frost
fricabout
bring
to
tending
happen
center of the support of the bell is a
between the races. Saloons for
tion
metal,
of
lantern
shaped
cylindrical
ARE GOOD. OMR
Nowt, they walked to the twilight
watched closely. The
—he asd she, writes C. W. Taylor, Ul the lantern being about • foot in negrocs are
decidhave
height.
city council committees
the Chkago Tribune.
A larger wind bell of metal, one that ed that t'heer shall be no pool-rooms
Mo was no longer in the heyday
sells for $75, has no lantern, but a for negroes. and where saloons are
youth.
WITH .CRUGHED — MUMGet *Minutes on Philmbiad and Stearn or Hot Waster tirstiag from
Time, however, had Lel light hands bigger hoop and longer and larger and attached pool-rooms for white p,r1- BERRY, PEACH. PINZIARPLIS or
epos him. Bo had his barber, bat more numerous pendants, each com- Ile must be abated.
CHERRY,. IS BBITTIOR.
oftar and more artistically, and he posed of several metal objects attached one below the other.
was well groomed.
A strange, if not grotesque, wind JUDGE SHAW AFTER
Size wee a rare and radiant maiden,
COVINGTON POOLROOMS
ei• metal, one that sells for ROO,
known to the regular frequenters of
conmetal
solid
a
piece
top
a
for
has
dipotoash & Co.'s great emporium of
THE PROMP T PLUMBER,
SEVENTH AND Ball/ADWA T.
Return Intrade as the girl at the rotilson counter. struction two feet or more in diameter Instructs Grand Jury to
132 South Fourth Street.
Avenue.
Both Phoebes sot
Kentucky
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dictments Against OWners
eiusieseeeete"Um Mildred." be said. with a sort and shaped like • great shallow bowl,
with
and
inverted
ha.nging
here
and
of peassionitury cough. "lot us suppose
Covington, Ky., Oct. 4—Judge
the pendants hanging three feet or
Pictures. Biplane; Oirdisenea
• 04114."
outer
its
from
around
length
in
succeeded in complettng the
more
Shaw
Wet**. and On CAM.
"A ease of what kind, Mr. Mat*
werr she asked. "Notions? Or rem. edge. The pendants of this great wind grand jury this morning, and after inIll)ttes and Ilhibudaes
bell, each composed of a number of structing the members they were sent Framed right op to dille in eve Ida
tient'?"
ose to the jur yroom to commence their
stales time at the
"Let us not talk shop, Miss Mil oddly shaped objects suspended
in labors The judge instructed the jury
vary
it.,
along
other
the
below
dred. U 'case' suggests business I
will vary the pitmen. Let um consid- length, and at the end of a number on trusts and enabinations. and if any
of the pendants hang odd small bells were found in this community it was
er a hypotheals."
with tongues.
"A what?"
their duty to return indicements
Wind bells in their lees expensive against all concerned in them. As to
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an assumption. a postu- and more familiar forms are hung on gambling, he said the last grand juiry
late, a working basis, or an idea taken porches in summer, where the breezes had found a number of indictment;
for granted, for the purpose of layins can play with them and mak* them but that some of those against whom
their musical
or produce
DENTIST.
a foundation, establishing a proposi- tinkle
wind bells indictments had been returned had
such
winter
In
imunia.
tion. or demonstrating a fact
Get
any
found
may be hung at windows more or lase evaded arrest, and if they
the Idea?"
to be opened at the top, where gambling of any ;ort in the city be
likely
"0, yes; anybody can understand
Office over Globe Hank and Truss
would expect them to investigate and
wind can strike them.
the
that. is there more of ft?"
poolAs to
metal with the return indicements.
of
bell
wind
That
Co., 366 Broadway
"There is. Horne day, my dear girl,,
lantern hanging below It would prob- rooms, the judge declared that, after
you expect to marry somebody."
a
over
for
them
would
having been rid of
ably be hung in a hall, where it
"Is that the hypo--hYP0--"
*hes the door was opened. year, he was sorry to say they had
"No; that is one of the eternal be sounded
wind bell would, in Japan, again resumed business
verities. Every pretty girl expects to rho great
la some temple's grounds.,
hung
"It is your duty, gentlemen of the
be
marry somebody. I:ate is the hypotb
probably near the gate. Here it jury, to carefully investigate these
eats: Suppose some man, Mightily and
AND
envies
pool-rooms end return indictments
past the blooming period of youth, would be huag le a
against recry one connected with
roe SOUTH SECOND.
but well preserved, in fall possessioS
them."
Clancy's Horse in a Race.
of health, strength, and all his Intel.
The jury was instructed to take
leetual faeulties--"
A noted man In Springfield was MiDIRECT LINE TO
chael Clancy-. a contractor, who had be- up the jail cases first There are so
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one come rich, lie bought a string of horses many of these for alleged shooting
Suppose seine such man as I am de and entered them for the Saratoga meet. and cutting anerrobbing. there beinz
scribing, not at all ill ,looking, and He raced his horses for the fun of
over thirty, that it will take at least
possessed of a reasonable share of this and rarely bet. One day he had a horse ten days to investigate the cases beworld's goods, should fall wildly, entered that seemed to have so exoel- fore they? -reach the pool-room cases.
madly, desperately in love with you, lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol- It is stated that the letter written by
lars on it.
Ake to Aalasaills, Ilemisesenalbe,
Miss Mildred---"
Bishop Macs regarding the poolWhen the horses got away Clow rooms will be submitted to the jury Deward, Lake Rissassray, Bet lialisits
"Well?"
"And offer you his hand and heart stood in the grand stand watching them for their inspection and considera- and sew other swiss* le tie "tend
—do you think you could learu to through his field glasses. Some of his tion.
et the Sky" amid Irseadhe dilkopMas"
friends, kncwing of the ten &oiler bet,
love him?"
3 Horse Power Motor.
cowman,' ofWasilisa
Canaliss,
They walked along a block or two crowded about and began to joke him.
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
( a high dillissis, hetig
*Pena
Magazine.)
Outing
(The
"Where's your horse now?" Clansy
In silesce.
shames, pietassagn• mosminis sanest.
I 54 Horse Pewit Stator.
Railroads Are Thick in Iowa.
was asked.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
I 8 Wm Pommy Mew.
sektaad hoteis.
end
the
place
a
find
"Yon can't
Clancy surveyed the Yield carefully.
"Feels a little as if It were going
Is Home Poem Motor.
"that's
Bend two east name kw "Lad of
to snow, doesn't it, Miss McCatuitar "I can't quite make out," he replied, state," one man said to me,
I 209 Light 21101=100.
railroad
"whether he is last in the third moor beyond the hearin' of the
the Shp" booklet art other BIMII* said. .
Si-at in the fourth."—Boeton Herald.
whistles. All our county seats have seemly iiimparated lissateare.
at least one railroad runnin' thru em
Strong Argument.
J. F. LOGAN, They, Pan. "goat,
Observant Youth.
and most of 'em two or three. A
Worcester, England, has refused to
the small girl to the man can't work to advantage in Iowa Leg's., E.y.
said
Bob,"
"Say,
give the government a site for a owe
mmall boy. "what are relations?"
anywhere. There's no more cheap
121- res Me& Ponrth Street.
airy barracks, though one of the city
C. B. 111,M01111110410. Dist. ass.
"Relations," was the answer, "are lands to be had, and all the farm
councilmen used a strong argument
Agent.,
Loaisellis,X.
folks that 1:esp mother working so hard eountry in the state could be sold at
He urged that the presence of 1,500
for fear they'll come around on a tour of and average of seventy-five dollars an
S. B. ALLEN, Mat trenl. 'Pass.
solders in town would end the pre.
and say she isn't a good
acre."
yahling scarcity there of female die. Inspection
Agent. It, Ike"
.
housekeeper."—VabI-•-•on MAL
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M. Nance, Embalmer
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PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

Dr. Sidney Smith

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only I
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.

Phones: New 334. Old 699

Open Day and Night

The Oldest Continuous Honest

PAWNBROKER

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Doing business in the city. Money Loaned
On All Valuables.

I. COHEN

Queen & Crescent Route
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J. C. Fleursey

Strong Fresh I
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FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYER&

DOG PROUD OF CLOTHES. '
Canine That Is Very Much Distressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE

LOST PARADISE.
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CORRECIIED MAY 30, 1906.
BY BARRY P.A.I.W.
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dresses just like a man, wearing the ner of the carriage, has eyes closed, the
6:30 p.m.
g:oo km,
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravat lower lip dropped, his slack fingers Leave Owensboro
and is very proud of his apparel, seem- nursing in his lap the pipe that he Lame Horse Branch
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2:28 p.m.
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ingly, being very much distressed and had relinquished. Opposite to him sal Leave Central City
12.40 p.,111.,
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ashamed whenever his busy master his wife, a shrunken woman with tight Leave Nortonville
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Are a revelation of richness
Attorney at Law.
does not have time to rig him up in lips, fiat hair, and an anxious eye. As Leave Evansville
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his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.) she watched him and pursued the train Leave Nashville
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et her thoughts aka now and then
Room No. 5,
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Milling at a blacksmith shop on HUI, restraining herself.
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and fresh, having the strength,
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ean be introduced to him by his mas- could have guessed it now.
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8:06 pat.
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Suddenly the man sat up and %Votive G:bbs, Tenn.
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
nature alone can give. Use
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opened his eyes; he tapped the howl Arrive Rives
6me a.m.
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the smithy.
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.
He wears them with a conscious dig- of his pipe against his boot and be- Aseive Jackson
them in your canning pickling
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nity and is hugely delighted when any- gan to refill IL
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and preserving.
"You've had a nice sleep," said the Assive New Orleans
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ment thereon. He will gaze intently woman.
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pearance.
flat, eliding country as the local train
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wanting. The cet of his coat is after high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well, Leave Paducah
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the latest mode-has pockets, too- U I'd known that. Why, I've been par- Arrive Princeton .
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER, the collar is nicely laundered and the ticularly careful not to
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5:20 a.m
wake you all Arnve Hopkinsville
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this time."
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
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WM. I/LAMLE.
"Thank you," said the man, without Arrive Evansville
The first thing in the morning he
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.
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must be properly dressed, or else he enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin- Arrive Nortonville
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whines piteously. After he has been ued. meditatively, "when I was first
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clothed according to his usual custom --er-taken Ill, and you had to get me Arrive Horse Branch
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his joy knows DO bounds, and be din- signed up and put away-"
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ing and wagging of his tail. He has me," said the little woman, with some
Arrive Cincinnati
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the utmost contempt for the host of appearance of (nitrate.
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naked dogs who roam about the street
"If I don't mind being reminded you
Practice in all the courts of the and absolutely
refuses to associate needn't," said the man,stolidly. "What
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
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with them, manifesting a spirit of oat. I want to know is when I was taken
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TION.
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NORTH BOUND
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want to do murder to anybody"
12:40 p.m
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"No; fortunately we were spared
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND that. You didn't even try to break UP Arrive Carbondale
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the furniture. So far as your doing Areive Chicago
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Village of 1,700 People Who Seem any harm was concerned, I might have Arrive
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kept you at home all the time, only the
Sleep.
to
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Sold at
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"Pagan Hook" is the name now en- millionaire, so you said.
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"I have worked hard here for nearly "Well it's all over now.
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of sale September 30th to October Will practice in all course of K. three years," said the vicar. In an ine a third smoker, going to the seaside
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people of Hook to come to church
wished to be reminded she seemed
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WANTED—Efficient bookkeeper.
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(Continued from Page One.)
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